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ABSTRACT

Medical educators are asking such questions as, "What is the
most effective way of facilitating growth in problem-solving abilities
and skills?"

A solution is needed, and yet, until a satisfactory de

vice for measuring problem-solving is developed, the question will
remain largely unanswered.

In order to determine the effect of a

particular teaching program or to compare differing teaching treat
ments, in terms of the effect on problem-solving skills, a valid and
reliable instrument must be developed.
It was the purpose of this study to examine the construct
validity and reliability of two available simulated problem-solving
instruments—Patient Management Problems (Illinois style format) and
Diagnostic Management Problems (designed by Ray Heifer, M.D., Michigan
State University).

In order to assess the construct validity and

reliability of the two kinds of simulated problems (DMPs and PMPs),
several studies were undertaken simultaneously.

At Michigan State

University, 41 pediatric-internal medicine students were given one set
of three DMPs as a pre-clerkship test and an alternate set of three
DMPs as a post-clerkship test.

The hypothesis that during a twelve-

week clerkship students should improve in their problem-solving skills
was confirmed for four of the five DMP subscores.
Another group of construct validity and reliability studies
took place at the College of Medicine, University of Arizona. The
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subjects who participated in the Arizona study were 25 clerkship stu
dents, 13 residents, and 14 of the teaching faculty, all of the
Department of Pediatrics.

The first construct validity study at

Arizona was designed to assess differences in DMP and PMP problemsolving skills and problem-solving styles across the three levels of
training.

The first hypothesis, that problem-solving skills should

differ across levels of training, was supported for four of the five
DMP subscores and one of the five PMP subscores.

The second hypoth

esis, that problem-solving styles should differ across levels of train
ing, was also confirmed.

In general, students made more errors of

commission and therefore were classified as using "shotgun" and
"random" styles more frequently than residents or faculty.
In addition to comparing scores across levels of training,
two other methods of assessing construct validity were used:
inant validity and convergent validity.

discrim

Discriminant validity was

assessed through correlating DMP and PMP scores with a test designed
to measure pediatric factual knowledge.

Correlations were quite low,

suggesting that problem-solving and factual knowledge tests measure two
different traits.

Discriminant validity was confirmed.

Convergent validity was assessed through correlating the DMP
and PMP subscores with another measure of problem-solving skill—pre
ceptors* ratings of problem-solving.
struct validity was not confirmed.

The correlations were low; con

It was not concluded, however, that

DMPs and PMPs do not measure the same trait as preceptors' ratings,
since the reliability of the ratings was so low (.15) that it was
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statistically impossible to obtain high correlations between precep
tors' ratings and DMP and PMP subscores.
Reliability data were gathered to clarify the validity results
and to examine similarities and differences in tests and test packages.
DMPs showed, in general, higher internal consistency than PMPs.

Several

factor analyses revealed differences between the DMPs and PMPs.
In final conclusion, the two main objectives of the study were
realized:

(1) to find a test sufficiently valid and reliable to meas

ure change in groups' problem-solving skills, and (2) to examine sim
ilarities and differences between DMPs and PMPs.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The problems associated with teaching and evaluating clinical
judgment or problem solving"1" have increased as medical school enroll
ments have grown and as medical educators have become more sophisticated
in their knowledge and awareness of the tasks confronting them. Such
questions as, "What is the most effective way of facilitating growth in
problem-solving abilities and skills?" and "How can problem-solving
abilities most effectively be evaluated?" are being probed in medical
school curriculum discussions.
Solutions to the above questions are needed, and yet, until a
satisfactory device for measuring problem-solving is developed, the
questions will remain largely unanswered.

In order to determine the

effect of a particular teaching program or to compare differing teach
ing treatments, valid and reliable instruments must be developed to
measure the results.

Objectives
In order to assess effectiveness of teaching problem-solving,
an instrument designed to measure skills in problem-solving must be

1. These terms are commonly used synonymously in medical edu
cation (Williamson, 1965; Barnett, 1973). For the purpose of this .
study, problem-solving was defined as the process of arriving at a
medical diagnosis and/or treatment plan.

1

validated.

It was the purpose of this study to examine the validity and

reliability of two of the available problem-solving assessment instru
ments.

These instruments, if validity and reliability were established,

could then be used as tests to measure change in problem-solving skills
which might occur as a result of different teaching treatments.

CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

It is the purpose of this section to: (1) inform the reader
about past as well as present medical school practices of assessing
problem-solving skills; (2) briefly describe the written simulated
problems and their respective scoring techniques; and (3) cite litera
ture findings relevant to validity and reliability issues.

Problem-Solving Assessment Practices
In past years, assessment of student performance in problemsolving and clinical judgment has been limited to written case reports
or to the presentation and discussion of cases on ward rounds. Judgments
were highly subjective and there usually were no uniform criteria for
determining excellence based on performance (Hinz, 1969; Barnett, 1973).
More objective methods have been attempted through rating scales, the
use of the problem oriented record (POR) developed by L. Weed (1970),
and the oral examination (Hubbard, 1971).

The oral examination is deep

ly rooted in the tradition of medical qualifying exams, but its use for
purposes of certification is now being widely challenged (Hubbard, 1971).
The POR, although useful as a record of student performance in four
phases of medical action (data base, problem list, initial plans, and
progress notes) does not provide for the assessment of the processes,
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sequence, and strategies used by the student in arriving at this problem
list or plan.
Medical educators have continued the search for less timeconsuming and more reliable methods of assessment than the oral examina
tion, rating scales, and the POR.

Current interest is now being shown

in simulated patient diagnostic management problems (Hubbard, 1971).
These simulated problems have appeared in the form of latent image

and

paper and pencil devices as well as computer programs.

Simulated Patient Problems
The types of simulated patient-management problems discussed in
.the literature have included the National Board Patient-Management Prob
lems (Schumacher, 1971; Goran, Williamson and Gonnella, 1973); The
Illinois Patient Management Problems (McGuire and Soloman, 1971; McGuire
1963; and Williamson, 1965); Heifer's Diagnostic Management Problems
(Heifer and Slater, 1971); and computer-based simulations (Hubbard, 1971
Barnett, 1973).

Although the simulated problems differ one from another

in appearance, manner of presentation, scoring categories and procedures
as well as method of presenting cues,^ they all have the common purpose
of presenting to the examinee a simulation of a patient-physician en
counter.

Each simulated patient problem, regardless of its form of

presentation, begins with a brief description of a patient and his

2. The latent image process is one in which the response is
invisibly printed and becomes visible only after it has been revealed
with a special developer pen.
3. Cue is an item or option provided for the examinee. He uses
those items to make specific inquiries or to take specific actions.
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problem, after which the examinee is instructed to study the available
information and to make diagnostic and in some cases therapeutic and
management decisions.
The following discussion focuses on three of the aforementioned
instruments:

the National Board Patient-Management Problems (NB PMP),

the Illinois Patient Management Problems (PMP) and Heifer's Diagnostic
Management Problems (DMP)Even though the National Board PatientManagement Problems were not used in this study, the literature dealing
with the National Board problems presents validity and reliability data
useful as background information for this study.

The National Board Patient Management Problems
The NB PMP includes instructions to the examinee, a problem, and
the feedback answers presented to the student as he chooses options in
the process of taking the test.

Barro (1973, p. 1070) described the

following method of scoring the National Board PMP test.
All the courses of action offered in the test are classified in
one of three categories: (1) it must be done for the well-being
of the patient; (2) it should definitely not be done and if done,
would be a serious error in judgment that might be harmful to
the patient; (3) it is relatively unimportant, that is, a pro
cedure that might or might not be done depending on local condi
tions and custom.
The total score is the number of covert decisions he has made
(the number of indicated procedures he has selected plus the
number of incorrect procedures he has avoided). The choices in
the equivocal middle ground receive no score. No attempt is
made to weight the responses.

4. These instruments are not included in the appendices of this
dissertation because they are secure tests which cannot be distributed.
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Validity and Reliability of NB PMPs.

Three reported studies

have concentrated on testing the validity of the National Board PMPs:
those by Goran, Williamson and Gonnella (1973); and Schumacher (1971,
1973).
Criterion-related validation—Criterion-related validation involves
comparing test scores with actual performance on a criterion task
(Chase, 1974).

Goran, Williamson and Gonnella (1973) in their study of

NB PMP validity compared the clinical judgment of physicians on real
patients with clinical judgment on an analogous PMP in order to deter
mine whether test scores provide an accurate estimate of actual perfor
mance.
1.

The study was designed to test two hypotheses:
When confronted with a patient complaining of abdominal and/or
flank pain, a team of clinic physicians will obtain as much
relevant history and physical examination data related to uri
nary tract infection with simulated as with real patients.

2.

The clinic team will obtain indicated urine cultures as fre
quently from simulated as from real patients.

Neither hypothesis was supported by the experimental data. The authors
concluded:
The validity of simulated PMPs as a measure of clinical judgment
is questioned by the findings of this study and should be sub
jected to investigation on a larger scale. On the basis of this
study, performance on the PMP did not discriminate between poor,
average, and excellent clinical performance. The clinic team
members performed consistently better on the PMP than in the
clinic setting. Those performing best on the PMP did not neces
sarily perform best with real patients. If these findings can be
replicated, they suggest that for purposes of certification or
licensure the PMP may provide a useful screening instrument to
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identify candidates who are not likely to pass clinical examina
tions. But numerical ranking of those who do well on a PMP does
not appear to provide a measure that correlates with excellence
of clinical judgment (Goran, Williamson and Gonnella, 1973,
p. 176).

The authors suggested that cueing may artificially inflate
scoring on PMPs as much as 25%; physicians elicited more information
from simulated patients than real patients.
Construct validity—Construct validity is a measure of some attri
bute or quality which is not operationally defined (Cronbach and Meehl,
1967).

There are several methods for assessing construct validity.

One method uses correlations of scores with other measures. There are
two techniques within this method for assessing construct validity—
convergent and discriminant.

Convergent validity is assessed by the

correlation between performance on the test in question and performance
on other measures of the same trait.

Discriminant validity is assessed

by the correlation between the test in question and measures of differ
ent traits.

Another method of assessing construct validity determines

the extent to which the psychological construct is substantiated by
research on its consequences. For example, if the psychological con
struct or its underlying theory implies that several groups would per
form differently on the test in question, or that subjects' performance
might change over time, the implication can be tested directly.
Schumacher (1971, p. 57) reported a cross-sectional study of
the test performance of students at the end of the third year in
medical school compared with the performance of physicians near the end

of their internship year on the same Part III (problem-solving examina
tion.

"In terms of their Part III average score, 90% of the third-year

students fell below the mean of the intern group; differences of similar
magnitude were found for each of the subsections of the Part III examin
ation."
As an extension of the study, performance of these same junior
students and their subsequent performance on an equivalent Part III
examination was compared after the students had completed eight months
of internship training.

The test performance at the internship level

was again substantially better than perfomance as third-year students,
with 91% of the third-year scores falling below the mean internship
score.

No statistical evidence of difference was cited.
Another article by Schumacher (1973) reported a form of discrim

inant validity.

Scores on the PMP section of National Boards Part III

and those on Part II (knowledge of clinical sciences) were correlated.
Schumacher reported correlations ranging from .34 to .48 and concluded
that the PMP sections are measuring something other than knowledge of
clinical sciences.

Whether the additional abilities being measured

correlate with actual physician performance has not been empirically
determined.
Reliability—In discussing reliability of the NB PMPs, Barro (1973)
reported coefficients of .80 to .85. The original source for these
values could not be found, nor was the method of obtaining this reli
ability coefficient reported.

The Illinois Patient Management Problems
The Illinois PMP is presented to the student in booklet form
using latent image transfer sheets.

The latent image sheets print an

invisible response which the student develops with a special developer
pen.

There are three major areas of difference between the National

Board PMP and the Illinois PMP format.
1.

The Illinois PMP begins with much less "given" information.

2.

The Illinois PMP uses a branching technique in presenting cues
to the subject. The National Board PMP uses a linear tech
nique (Appendix A).

3.

The method of scoring is different; each item in the Illinois
PMP is assigned a weight.

Scoring Procedures.

Bobula and Page (1973, pp. 7-9) described

the Illinois PMP scoring procedures:
Each of the problems is coded for scoring. Each of the items or
options is assigned to one of five categories (++, +, 0, -, —)
representing the positive or negative contribution of the item.
(Refer to Appendix B for complete description of scoring.)
Then the scores are calculated for the test as a whole and for
each subtest. Five scores are obtained:
1)

Proficiency Index—estimating quality of product, inferred
from the percentage of agreement with the criterion group
selecting beneficial and avoiding harmful interventions.

2)

Errors of Omission—helpful procedures not selected.

3)

Errors of Commission—harmful procedures selected.

4)

Efficiency Index (optional)—estimating quality of process,
defined as the percentage of the subjects' selections that
were helpful.

5)

Competency Index (optional)—percentage of overall agreement
with criterion judgment.
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In an interesting extension of the basic PMP scoring procedures,
McGuire (1963) conducted a study of student problem-solving approaches
using PMPs.
1.

Four approaches to problem-solving were described:

Thorough and discriminating—selected few contraindicated items
and not indicated items.

2.

Selected nearly all indicated items.

Shotgun—chose most of the indicated items but might have harmed
patient by selecting many not indicated and contraindicated
procedures.

3.

Constricted—chose few indicated as well as few contraindicated
items.

4.

Random, totally indiscriminating—selected several not indicated
and contraindicated procedures and neglected many clearly indi
cated ones.

Validity and Reliability of PMPs.

As with the NB PMPs, several

studies of criterion-related and construct validity, as well as reliabil
ity were reported in the literature.
Criterion-related validity—Williamson (1965) reported on the valid
ity of the Illinois simulated problems. He compared performances of
physicians on a PMP test with performance on an actual patient, finding
that physicians recorded significantly less information on the charts
than they requested on the PMP test, thus casting doubt on the validity
with which the PMP simulates actual practice. It was hypothesized,
however, that the differences might be attributed primarily to recording
behavior.

To determine whether this was the case, six critical items

that were recorded on the chaxt of an actual patient were compared with
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those items requested in the written simulation. In this instance, per
formance on the chart and performance on the PMP were almost identical.
It is possible to conclude that differences between PMP perfor
mance and performance with real patients are due to recording behavior:
it is less time consuming and less costly to request a laboratory test
with pencil and paper than in a clinic with a real patient.

It has not

been empirically determined whether this difference in performance is
the same across physicians. In any case in this study only the behav
iors associated with critical procedures were the same.
Construct validity—McGuire and Babbott (1967, p. 7) reported some
statistical evidence of discriminant and convergent validity in PMPs.
A 'relatively low' correlation was found between scores on
sequential problem-solving exercises and multiple choice tests
in the same discipline even when the latter were designed to
measure some aspects of problem-solving skills. The finding
was in sharp contrast to the results obtained by comparing
students' scores on a local multiple choice test with scores
on a national multiple choice test (N = approximately 185).

The authors stated that the correlations between the scores on
the local and national tests were significant at the .01 level.

There

may not be as sharp a contrast between the findings of these two studies
as the authors claim.
not been reported.

The values of the correlation coefficients have

It is important to note that a correlation coeffi

cient can be statistically significant as well as low at the same time.
Several research studies have concluded that medical problemsolving is highly dependent on extent of a physician's knowledge of the
disease tested.

In an .article by Berner and Bligh (1974, p. 17),

research on this important issue was presented.

The authors stated:
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"If problem-solving were indeed highly dependent on knowledge of the
medical content, one would expect higher correlations between all the
skills within a particular clinical case than between similar skills
across cases."

In order to test this hypothesis, 190 medical school

sophomores were administered five simulated problems.

Both a factor

analysis and a correlation matrix supported an interpretation that
problem-solving may vary more across different skills than on the same
skill across different clinical cases.

The authors concluded that al

though problem-solving skills cannot be taught or demonstrated without
some medical content, it is erroneous to assume that knowledge of the
specific disease entity alone can account for differences in problemsolving performance.
McGuire and Babbott (1967) reported the results of other con
struct validity studies.

Comparing problem-solving performance across

levels of training showed, in general, statistically significant differ
ences in the expected direction between groups at different levels of
training.
Reliability—According to McGuire and Babbott (1967, p. 8) some of
the features which increase the validity of the problems also have the
effect of reducing their reliability as it is commonly estimated.
In this regard four characteristics of the exercises are parti
cularly noteworthy: (i) items sure differentially weighted; (ii)
items are interdependent; (iii) differential amounts of feedback
obtained by examinees necessarily results, after the initial
judgment, in dissimilarity among the subjects with respect to
the nature of the problem posed by any given item; and (iv) an
individual student may be denied the opportunity of responding
to many of the items, because his earlier decisions have led him
to an instruction to omit entire sections of the exercises.
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Lewy and McGuire (in McGuire and Babbott, 1967) employed various
approaches to the problem of estimating the reliability of simulation
exercises.

Three techniques (Angoff Formula 12, Cronbach's coefficient

alpha, and principal component analysis) were used to estimate the con
sistency of measurement or generalization of results across tests.
The results were briefly summarized as follows: for tests
limited to one fairly lengthy problem (requiring 15-30 minutes
for administration) the coefficient of reliability (i.e.,
generalizability across tests) ranges from .75 to .85; for
tests made up of two or three such problems in a single medi
cal specialty (requiring approximately one hour for adminis
tration) estimates clustered between .80 and .90; for tests
composed of 10 to 12 such problems in a variety of medical
specialties (requiring three to four hours of administration)
estimates clustered between .85 and .94 (McGuire and Babbott,
1967, pp. 8-9).

Diagnostic Management Problems
Ray Heifer (Heifer and Slater, 1971) has designed written simu
lated patient problems for pediatrics—Diagnostic Management Problems.
Although the DMP is similar to the Illinois PMP in the way the problem
is presented, DMPs differ from PMPs chiefly in four respects:
1.

All options are presented at the beginning of the problem and
available throughout the problem rather than being presented
in stages or sections.

2.

The problems deal only with diagnostic process, and not with
the treatment of patients.

3.

The scoring process is arranged in such a manner to be able
to account for the sequence of options chosen by the student.
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4.

A diagnostic score indicates both the accuracy of the diagnosis
and whether or not the diagnosis was made at an appropriate
point in the problem-solving process.

Scoring Procedures
The DMPs are scored according to the following criteria:
1.

Process score—a comparison of the,examinee's sequence with that
of the experts.

2.

Omission score—the number of positively weighted items the
examinee selects divided by the total available number of posi
tive items.

3.

Commission score—the number of negatively weighted items which
the examinee selects divided by the total available negatively
weighted items.

4.

Efficiency score—the number of positively weighted items
selected divided by the total number of items the examinee
chooses.

5.

Diagnostic score—comparison of the examinee's primary and
differential diagnoses with the experts' solution, as well as
comparison of the point in the sequence at which the examinee
made the diagnosis with an established standard.

(Refer to Appendix C for complete coding and scoring descrip
tion.)
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Validity and Reliability of DMPs.

The validity of this instru

ment was estimated by comparing the DMP scores of 42 senior medical stu
dents with their scores on each of three criterion measures.

The

correlation coefficients were .09 using the National Board Part II pedi
atric subscore—evidence of discriminant validity; .60 using an Illinois
PMP—evidence of convergent validity; and .40 using the subjective pedi
atric clerkship grade.
Reliability—Heifer and Slater (1971) assessed reliability of their
tests by asking 19 senior medical students to solve two dissimilar
Diagnostic Management Problems and comparing the scores; the correlation
between them was .66.

Summary
In the process of searching for less time-consuming and more
valid and reliable problem-solving assessment methods than the oral
exam, rating scales, and the POR, medical educators have become inter
ested in simulated patient problems.
problems have been discussed here:
Illinois PMP; and (3) Heifer's DMP.

Three types of written simulated

(1) the National Board PMP; (2) the
The instruments are similar in the

way in which the medical problem is presented to the examinee; they
differ chiefly in terms of cue presentation and scoring criteria.
The validity and reliability studies reported in the literature
show some evidence of construct validity but not of criterion-related
validity.

The reported reliability coefficients are variable; most are

high enough to suggest that these tests aire sufficiently reliable for
use with groups, although not for individual student assessment.

Although some evidence of validity and reliability has been re
ported/ additional data needed to be collected before it could be con
cluded that written simulated problems are sufficiently valid and
reliable to measure change in problem-solving skills which might occur
as a result of differing teaching treatments.
The following chapter discusses the procedures used in this
study to gather additional evidence of reliability and validity of sim
ulated patient problems.

CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

This chapter presents information on the subjects, the instru
ments, the procedures and statistical analyses for assessing construct
validity and reliability of the instruments.

Subjects
The subjects of this study included:

(1) 25 twelve-week pedi

atric clerkship students in three clerkship rotations from the College
of Medicine, University of Arizona; (2) 13 pediatric house officers
and 14 members of the pediatric teaching faculty of the Department of
Pediatrics, College of Medicine, University of Arizona; and (3) 41
pediatric-internal medicine twelve-week clerkship students in two clerk
ship rotations from the College of Human Medicine, Michigan State Univ
ersity, East Lansing, Michigan.
The subjects were not chosen at random.

The students included

in the study were the total number of twelve-week clerkship students
from March to September, 1975, in Arizona and March to December, 1975,
at Michigan.

Twenty-five residents were asked to participate in the

study; 13 completed the problems.

The faculty members were those on

the ambulatory staff of the Department of Pediatrics, University of
Arizona.
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Instruments
For the portion of the study conducted at The University of
Arizona, the instruments consisted of four Diagnostic Management Prob
lems (DMPs) designed by Ray Heifer, M.D. (converted to the latent image
format) and four Patient Management Problems (PMPs).
were designed by four different test makers.

The PMP problems

They were all designed in

the style of the Illinois PMPs described on page 9.

The instruments

used at Arizona were approved by Vincent Pulginiti, M.D., Head of the
Department of Pediatrics, College of Medicine, University of Arizona.
At Michigan State University, only DM7s were used.

Three DMPs were used

as a pretest package and three alternate DMPs were used as a posttest
package.

The instruments used at Michigan State University were approved

by Ray Heifer, M.D., Department of Pediatrics, College of Human Medicine.
The specific DMPs and PMPs used in this study are listed in Appendix D.

Scoring

DMPs.

The DMPs were scored to yield five subscores designated

as problem-solving skills:
and diagnosis.

process, omission, commission, efficiency,

The scoring criteria were described in the section en

titled Diagnostic Management Problems on pages 13 and 14.

The scoring

formulas are presented in Appendix C. The scoring criteria were devel
oped in the following manner.

The tests were given to either academic

or practicing pediatricians. These experts were asked to solve the
problems independently and then their solutions were compiled into a
composite solution (Heifer, n.d.).
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PMPs.

The PMPs were scored to yield five subscores designated

as problem-solving skills as well as four problem-solving styles.
five problem-solving skill subscores were:

The

proficiency, errors of

omission, errors of commission, efficiency, and competency.

The scoring

criteria were described in the section entitled Illinois Patient Manage
ment Problems on page 9.
dix B.

The scoring formulas are presented in Appen

The scoring criteria were developed in the following manner.

Five academic pediatricians were administered the four PMPs. They were
asked to weight each of the items in the test.

A weight was then

assigned to each item based on the composite solutions.

The instruc

tions given to the pediatricians for obtaining the composite scoring
solutions are given in Appendix E (Bobula and Page, 1973).

Problem-Solving Styles.

The problem-solving style categories

(thorough and discriminating, constricted, shotgun, and random) re
flected the different approaches to solving problems.

Descriptions of

the problem-solving style categories were presented in the section en
titled Illinois Patient Management Problems on page 10.
The following criteria (McGuire, 1963) were used to establish
the four style categories.

From all of the Arizona subjects' scores, a

mean net score and a mean negative score was obtained.

The net score

range and the negative score range were perpendicular to each other to
form four quadrants:

thorough and discriminating, constricted, shot

gun, and random (Figure 1). The highest net scores and lowest negative
scores were assigned to the upper right quadrant—"thorough and
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Figure 1. Problem-solving styles based on PMP negative scores
and net scores (McGuire and Babbott, 1967, p. 6)

discriminating."

The highest net scores and highest negative scores

were assigned to the upper left quadrant—"shotgun."

The lowest net

scores and lowest negative scores were assigned to the lower right quad
rant—"constricted." The lowest net scores and highest negative scores
were assigned to the lower left quadrant—"random."

Procedures
The following procedures were employed to assess the construct
validity and reliability of two forms of written simulated problems—
the DMPs and PMPs.

Validity Studies at The University of Arizona
The first validity study was based on the premise that problemsolving skills should improve across levels of training.

An instrument

possessing construct validity should show differences between students,
residents, and faculty.

In order to test this hypothesis, scores on

four DMPs and four PMPs were compared across three levels of training:
junior clerkship, resident, and teaching faculty.

Four problems, in

each of two formats, were used because they would offer a better assess
ment of problem-solving skill than would one or two problems.

Because

ability to solve a problem is somewhat content-specific, it is necessary
to rule out poor performance due to lack of exposure to content rather
than due to lack of problem-solving skill.

Further, there is evidence

that low reliability may result from administering only one or two
problems rather than four or more.
Eight problems were administered on two afternoons to all Unirversity of Arizona twelve-week clerkship students toward the end of each
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of three clerkship rotations. The same tests were administered to 13
residents and 14 pediatric teaching faculty members at The University
of Arizona. The problems were scored as previously described.

Multi

variate t tests were used for determining differences across the three
levels of training for the five PMP subscores and five DMP subscores.
In assessing improvement in problem-solving style/ all of the
Arizona subjects were assigned problem-solving styles based on their
performance on the PMPs.

Differences among the three training levels

on problem-solving style was assessed using the chi-square test of
independence.
The second and third validity studies assessed the discriminant
and convergent validity of the DMPs and PMPs.

Scores on The University

of Arizona students' eight problem-solving tests were correlated with
scores on two other instruments:

a multiple-choice factual knowledge

test and ratings of problem-solving skill awarded by clinical preceptors
(the rating scale is presented in Appendix F).
If the correlation between the scores on problem-solving instru
ments and the preceptor ratings is high then one could conclude that
they are measuring the same trait—an assessment of convergent validity.
A low correlation between the factual knowledge test scores and scores
on the problem-solving tests, assuming both instruments are sufficiently
reliable, would suggest that the two instruments are measuring different
"traits"---an assessment of discriminant validity.

A Pearson correlation

coefficient was used to determine how highly the DMP and PMP scores
correlated with the ratings and with the factual knowledge scores.
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Validity Studies at Michigan State University
One of the curriculum objectives of clinical clerkships is to
teach problem-solving skills; there should be positive change in
problem-solving skills within the twelve-week period.

The fourth valid

ity study, conducted at Michigan State University, compared 41 students'
problem-solving DMP scores at the beginning of the twelve-week clerkship
with the same students' scores on DMP alternate forms at the end of the
clerkship.

The DMPs used at Michigan are listed in Appendix D.

Three pretest DMPs and three posttest DMPs were administered to
each of the 41 students.

The students had been randomly assigned to two

communities in the first clerkship and three communities in the second
clerkship.

The tests were all administered by the same person.

The two

test packages were systematically alternated so one-half of tho students
received test package A as the pretest and package B as the posttest
while the other half received package B as pretest and A as posttest.
This procedure was necessary so that any observed pre-post differences
could not be attributable to systematic differences between test pack
ages.

Within each package of three tests, the problems were system

atically arranged in differing order, so that any observed differences
in performance could not be attributed to test order.

Reliability Studies on Both
the Michigan and Arizona Data
Reliability analyses were performed on three separate measures:
simulated problems, preceptors' ratings, arid the factual knowledge test.
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The reliability data was obtained for the purpose of clarifying the
validity studies previously described.

Simulated Patient Problems
Assessing reliability of the simulated instruments presented
several problems: (1) test-retest reliability was not appropriate be
cause the practice effect was not equal over all students—for example,
a student who makes many mistakes the first time and gets feedback on
his mistakes would know not to make the same mistakes the second time;
(2) split-half reliability is not appropriate because all students did
not choose all items in the test; and (3) internal consistency using a
Kuder-Richardson 20 or 21 formula was not appropriate because the KR
scoring procedure depends on items which could be classified as correct
or incorrect (Ebel, 1965).

The problem-solving instruments have options

with weights which vary from +16 to -16.
Instead of using any of the above methods, the several test
scores were compared to each other using Cronbach's coefficient
alpha (Cronbach, 1967). Internal consistency of the DMPs and PMPs
used in Arizona was examined.

With the Michigan data, in which only

DMPs were used, the two test packages were analyzed separately for
internal consistency.
In the final analysis of reliability, three subscores (omission,
commission, efficiency) of the DMPs were correlated with the same three
subscores of the PMPs.

This examination was made to determine how

closely the two forms of tests were measuring the same skills

Multiple Choice Factual Knowledge Test
The internal consistency coefficient for the factual knowledge
test was obtained by using the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 (Ebel, 1967).
The complete data necessary for computing KR 20 was available for only
12 of the 25 University of Arizona medical students.

Preceptors' Ratings
As many as 13 raters rated each student on a problem scale of
one to five during the course of a twelve-week clerkship.
ratings were awarded in the following manner:

Preceptor

on the wards and in the

clinics, each student received one or several ratings each day on his
problem-solving skill as he worked up a patient.

Not all raters rated

all students, nor did all students receive the same number of ratings.
These ratings, on a scale from one to five, were averaged by each pre
ceptor and a mean rating was assigned to the student.

Students were

rated by five to thirteen preceptors. An internal consistency coeffi
cient was obtained by using Snedecor's formula for incomplete ratings
(Ebel, 1967).

Summary
In summary then, five construct validity hypotheses were exam
ined in this study:

(1) since problem-solving skills should change

positively across levels of training, problem-solving scores should re
flect that change; (2) problem-solving style should change across levels
of training—those in advanced levels of training should be more thor
ough as well as discriminating than those subjects in earlier periods of
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training; (3) preceptors' ratings of problem-solving ability should
correlate with problem-solving test scores; (4) factual knowledge scores
should not correlate with problem-solving scores; and (5) since problemsolving skills should change positively in a twelve-week clerkship,
problem-solving scores should change in a positive directionReliability was assessed for three groups of instruments.

For

problem-solving tests, Cronbach's alpha for internal consistency was
applied.

A Kuder-Richardson 20 formula was used to assess internal

consistency of the factual knowledge test.

Snedecor's formula for in

complete ratings was applied to preceptors' ratings of problem-solving
skill.

CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter contains the results of the construct validity
and reliability studies conducted at the College of Medicine, University
of Arizona and the College of Human Medicine, Michigan State University.
The results are discussed in separate sections because the subjects,
instruments and procedures were different in each location.

Validity Studies at The University of Arizona
Several assessments of validity and reliability were obtained
at the College of Medicine, University of Arizona.

Both DMPs and PMPs

were administered to pediatric clerkship students, residents, and
teaching faculty.

In addition to the problem-solving tests, students

were administered a factual knowledge exam and were rated on their
j,

clinical problem-solving skills by their clinical preceptors. These
ratings and tests were analyzed statistically and the following re
sults were obtained.

Problem-Solving Skills
across Levels of Training
The first hypothesis tested was that across levels of training,
problem-solving skills should change in a positive direction.

Multi

variate t-tests were performed on all DMP and PMP subscores across
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three levels of training: student, resident, and faculty. The hypoth
esis was supported for four of the fifteen possible DMP comparisons and
for two of the possible fifteen PMP comparisons.
On the DMPs, the faculty performed better than residents on
Diagnosis, and better than the students on Efficiency.

Faculty and

residents performed better than students on Commission. Students per
formed better than residents on the Diagnosis score and better than
faculty and residents on the Process score.

On the PMPs, both faculty

and residents performed better than students on Commission (Table 1).
In summary, students selected more options before arriving at a
diagnosis than did the residents or faculty.

This finding is not sur

prising; the DMPs were designed for teaching students and one aspect of
early training is to be thorough.

Perhaps the more advanced clinicians

could arrive at a diagnosis without ordering as many lab tests or ob
taining as much of the patient's history.
Why the students performed better than the residents on the
Diagnosis score is puzzling.
uted to the finding:

It may be that logistics problems contrib

for example, in many instances residents did not

complete the tests for several months after they had been issued and
explained.

If they did not take the time to read the special diagnosis

directions, their diagnoses would not have been valid.

Problem-Solving Styles
across Levels of Training
In another measure of construct validity, a chi-square test of
independence was used to assess whether training level is independent of
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Table 1. Summary of differences across levels of training on DMP and PMP scores

Subscore
DMP
Process

Levels of training

X

s.d.
Omission

X

s.d.
Commission

X

s.d.
Efficiency

X

s.d.
Diagnosis

X

s.d.
PMP
Proficiency

X

s.d.
Omission

X

s.d.
Commission

X

s.d.
Efficiency

X

s.d.
Competency

X

s.d.

Student (S)
68.54
40.15

Resident (R)
39.07
21.65

Faculty (F)
48.57
8.12

56.41
73.35

35.43
20.62

45.17
11.37

7.17
5.55

3.56
3.06

2.32
1.75

81.69
12.03

65.87
31.64

88.49
5.38

82.84
70.61

43.57
26.42

64.20
13.14

71.45
7.96

65.58
11.46

63.77
14.92

24.02
8.24

28.74
12.14

27.87
20.12

4.63
2.13

2.21
1.41

2.98
1.40

99.85
50.19

87.21
8.97

85.03
8.97

70.94
22.49

62.72
11.05

65.95
21.85

Probability level and
directions of differences
S
F
S
R
R
F
S> F
S> R
.023
.006

R> S
.014

F
S
.001
F> R
.025
F > R
.021

S> R
.019

R> S
.001

F> S
.014

problem-solving style.

The null hypothesis was rejected (P ^ .001).

In general, students, as compared to residents and faculty, selected
more negatively weighted items and thus were classified as "random" or
"shotgun" in their approach (Figure 1).

Table 2 illustrates the differ

ences across levels of training.

Table 2.

Frequencies of faculty, residents' and students' Problemsolving style classification on four PMP problems

Problem-Solving Style
Level of
Training

Thorough and
Discriminating

Constricted

Random

Shotgun

Faculty

20

15

8

9

Residents

23

19

5

3

Students

32

15

20

33

Factual Knowledge Correlated
with Problem-Solving
In addition to comparing scores across levels of training, two
other methods of assessing construct validity were used:
validity and convergent validity.

discriminant

Discriminant validity was assessed

through correlating DMP and PMP scores with a test designed to measure
factual knowledge.

The correlations were quite low, suggesting that

problem-solving and factual knowledge tests measure two different traits
or factors (Table 3).
analysis.

Discriminant validity was confirmed by this
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Table 3.

Correlations of DMP and PMP subscores with factual
knowledge scores and preceptors' ratings

Subscores

Factual
Knowledge

DMP
Process
Omission
Commission
Efficiency
Diagnosis

.01
.00
-.03
-.01
.10

PMP
Proficiency
Omission
Commission
Efficiency
Competency

-.04
.04
-.20
-.05
.06

*P

Preceptors'
Ratings

.21
.21
.40*
.21
.24

-.27
.27
.03
.10
.08

- :.05

Preceptors1 Ratings Correlated
with Problem-Solving
Convergent validity was assessed through correlating the DMP and
PMP subscores with another measure of problem-solving skill—preceptors'
clinical problem-solving ratings (Table 3). Only one significant corre
lation appeared; the relationship of preceptors' rating to numbers of
nonhelpful and contraindicated items selected (commission).

Because all

the other correlations were low, it was concluded that there was in
sufficient evidence of convergent validity.

It cannot be concluded,

however, that DMPs and PMPs do not measure the same trait as the

preceptors' ratings.

The reliability coefficient of the ratings was so

low (.15) that it was statistically impossible to obtain high correla
tions between preceptors' ratings and DMP and PMP subscores.

Corre

lations of DMP and PMP subscores with preceptors' ratings and the
factual knowledge test is presented in Table 3.

Validity Studies at Michigan State University
In the Michigan State University portion of the study, only
the DMP's construct validity was assessed. There were three tests in
each of two test packages (A and B).

The specific DMPs used are listed

in Appendix C. The subjects of the study were 41 pediatric-internal
medicine clerkship students randomly assigned to four communities in
two clerkship rotations.

Pre-Post Clerkship Change
The main hypothesis to be tested was that problem-solving scores
would change in a positive direction during the twelve-week clinical
training period.

Students were given one set of three pretests at the

beginning of training followed by an alternate set of three posttests
at the end of training.
(P

2

Using Hotellmg's T , pre-post differences

^ .0001) were found for four of the five DMP subscores:

Omission, Efficiency and Diagnosis.
(P

Process,

Commission scores did not differ

= .09).
In other words, after twelve weeks clerkship training, students

chose options in a sequence more similar to the experts' sequence,
omitted fewer of the helpful and essential items, and made more
complete and accurate diagnoses.

Their selection of nonhelpful and

nonessential options did not decrease.
confirmed.

Construct validity was

This finding is especially interesting in view of the fact

that differences were found between the two test packages.

These dif

ferences are discussed in the reliability section of this chapter.
In the following section, Reliability Studies, similarities and
differences of the problem-solving tests are discussed.

The purpose

of the reliability analyses was to further clarify the validity find
ings.

Reliability Studies in
Both Arizona and Michigan
In this section, the reliability of three types of instruments
used in this study are discussed:

factual knowledge test, preceptors'

ratings, and both types of problem-solving tests.

First, information

is presented on the preceptors' ratings and factual knowledge test.
The remainder of the section deals with a variety of findings concern
ing the problem-solving tests—internal consistency, parallel forms,
and factor analysis.

Factual Knowledge Test
The factual knowledge test was administered to the 25 clerkship
students from Arizona as a regular part of their final clerkship evalu
ation.

The scores were subsequently correlated with their scores on the

problem-solving tests.

Internal consistency for the factual knowledge

test was obtained by applying the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 (Kuder
and Richardson, 1967).

The result was E^- = .62 (P ^ .05).

Clinical Preceptors1 Ratings
From five to thirteen preceptors rated the Arizona students in
their clinic experience on problem-solving skills.
appears in Appendix E.

The rating scale

Snedecor's formula (Ebel, 1967) for incomplete

ratings was applied to the ratings of 25 students.

The reliability

coefficient was very low, .15 (P ^ .05). The low correlation can be
partially explained, since (1) not all students were rated by the same
raters, and (2) not all the environments in which the ratings were made
were the same—some were in problem-solving sessions and some in the
clinics.

Problem-Solving Instruments
Many kinds of reliability assessments were obtained on the DMPs
and PMPs—internal consistency, parallel forms and a factor analysis.
The purpose for these assessments was to examine the DMPs and PMPs in
ternally as well as comparatively.
The assessment of reliability for clinical problem-solving
measures is an especially complex problem, as was mentioned in Chapter 1
(McGuire, 1967).

For example, if every student selects a slightly dif

ferent arrangement of options through a simulated patient problem, each
option cannot be considered to be a separate item.

Hence the classic

measures of internal consistency do not apply within problems.

For this

study, the only solution for assessing internal consistency was to con
sider each problem as an "item" and to analyze consistency among prob
lems.
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Internal Consistency.
packages were employed.

At Michigan State, the two DMP test

Cronbach alpha coefficients were computed for

each test package for each of the five subscores; the results appear in
Table 4.

Clearly, the internal consistency of these two three-item

test packages is variable.

In general, Process and Omission scores

show high internal consistency—similarity of results—among the DMPs
comprising each package.

The other subscores show mixed or low internal

consistency.
These results require careful study and interpretation.

It

could be that there is a tendency across problems to be consistent in
the numbers of options selected—as reflected in the internal consis
tency coefficients of Process and Omission.

It appears that the other

scores could be more dependent on the medical content of each problem.
The internal consistency assessment made on the test packages
at Arizona shows an interesting contrast (Table 4). The DMPs at Arizona
show different internal consistency results than those for the DMPs used
at Michigan State.

There are two possible explanations:

(1) the two

DMP test packages used in Michigan are each composed of three individual
tests, whereas the one DMP test package used at Arizona is composed of
four individual tests, so the test packages are not identical; and (2)
the scores which were used to assess internal consistency in Arizona
included all subjects—students, faculty and residents, whereas at
Michigan State the only subjects were students.
In comparing the DMP package to the PMP package at Arizona, in
general, the DMP subscores show higher internal consistency.

This
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Table 4.

Internal consistency coefficients of problem-solving
subscores

DMPs Used in Michigan State Study
Pretest
Posttest
Pkg. A
Pkg. B
Pkg. A
Pkg. B

Process

.87

.77

.59

.59

Omission

.90

.79

.60

.67

Commission

.32

-.33

-.06

.40

Efficiency

.24

.29

.03

.66

Diagnosis

.46

-.09

.53

.08

DMPs and PMPs Used in Arizona Studies
DMPs
Process

PMPs

.46

Proficiency

.56

Omission

.68

.67

Commission

.50

.46

Efficiency

.66

.01

Diagnosis

.47

Competency

-.03
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finding is not surprising.

The four DMPs were all prepared by the same

individual who had the same objective in mind for all four tests—only
the medical content was varied. The four PMPs, on the other hand, were
prepared separately and independently by four individuals whose objec
tives may have been somewhat different. They were all prepared to be
used with clerkship students, but some of the test makers made them for
the purpose of evaluating skills and some made them for the purpose of
teaching skills.

There was also more variability among the PMPs than

among the DMPs in maximum number of positive points, in maximum number
of negative points, and in problem difficulty.
In summary then, the DMPs were more internally consistent than
the PMPs and the two DMP test packages used in Michigan showed greater
variability in internal consistency between subscores than did the DMP
test package in Arizona.

Parallel Forms.

A second reliability study explored the use

fulness of the two DMP test packages as parallel, interchangeable meas
ures of problem-solving skill.

The objective was to determine whether

the two test packages could be considered as "parallel forms" producing
equivalent subscores.

The Hotelling's T

analysis compared the perfor

mance of equivalent student groups who were administered the two test
packages as a pretest.
The results showed that the two test packages differed
(P = <.01).

Students administered test package A scored better in

Process, Omission and Diagnosis than did students administered
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package B, and conversely students administered test package B scored
better in Commission and Efficiency (Table 5).

Table 5.

Mean differences between test packages A and B

Subscore

X of A

X of B

Difference of Means

Process

60.23*

55.26

4.87

Omission

29.49*

38.23

8.74

ni

7.35*

•

Commission

0.15

Efficiency

73.67

85.17*

11.50

Diagnosis

63.17*

48.98

14.19

•Signifies the better scores. In the case of Omission and Commission,
lower scores are better scores.

This finding did not, however, negate the pre-post clerkship results of
the construct validity study previously described; in the validity
study the tests were systematically alternated so that one-half of the
students received package A as the pretest and B as the posttest, the
other one-half received package B as the pretest and A as the posttest.
It could be that instead of differences in test packages there were
differences in groups of students who were assigned to those packages.
In order to determine the interchangeability (or parallel forms
usefulness) of DMPs and PMPs, the three "in-common" subscores (Omission,
Commission, and Efficiency) were correlated using Pearson's r.
correlation coefficients were surprisingly low (Table 6).

The
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Table 6. Correlation coefficients among the three in-common
DMP and PMP subscores

Omission

DMP
Commission

Efficiency

.15

.27

.11

-.09

-.23

PMP
Omission

*P
**P

.51*

1

Efficiency

.31

OC
0

•

Commission

.44**

=..01
=>05

There are three possible explanations for the results:

(1) the

subscores for the DMPs and PMPs are measuring different skills; (2) the
internal consistency of the subscores is low? and (3) in the case of
the commission subscore the scoring criteria for the DMPs is different
from that of the PMPs (refer to Appendices B and C).
In summary, the DMP and PMP test packages are not similar.

should not be used interchangeably.

They

The two DMP test packages were too

dissimilar to be useful for measuring gain scores.

However, with care

ful study of the individual tests, those tests most dissimilar could be
isolated and altered.

In the next section, interesting differences and

similarities of DMPs and PMPs are illustrated through the results of
factor analyses.
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Factor Analyses of DMPs and PMPs
An additional analysis was conducted to gain further information
about the tests' similarities and differences.
with orthogonal rotations were conducted.

Several factor analyses

On the first analysis, all

the DMP subscores "loaded" on one factor (Table 7).

The PMP subscores

"loaded" on three factors (Table 8).

Table 7. Factor analysis of DMP subscores

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

Process

.95145

.01394

-.29101

-.09360

.03311

Omission

.94462

-.20454

.24892

-.00798

.06198

Commission

.82849

.55250

.08847

.02270

-.00083

Efficiency

.98003

-.13705

.09640

-.07361

-.07773

Diagnosis

.96794

-.14823

-.13020

.15488

.01362

Factor 5

Factor 5

Table 8. Factor analysis of PMP subscores

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

.89867

-.23993

-.15980

-.10142

.31465

-.81972

.43465

.18292

.12803

.29881

Commission

.43285

.04891

.89977

-.02170

-.01390

Efficiency

.17109

.89881

-.09019

-.39222

-.02995

Competency

.62888

.63122

-.12798

.43346

-.04243

Proficiency
Omission

The three factors that seemed to be represented in the PMPs
were:

(1) thoroughness; (2) errors of commission; and (3) efficiency.

Because it was not clear whether the DMPs were measuring some other
construct or one of these three PMP constructs, another factor analysis
was performed with all PMP and DMP subscores analyzed together.
major factors appeared.

Four

In this analysis, the DMPs again loaded on

one factor; also loading on this factor was the PMP score—Competency.
The other PMP subscores loaded again on three other factors.
In order to verify the existence of only four factors, a third
and last factor analysis was performed (Table 9).
were forced into a four-factor solution.

All ten subscores

It is probable that the DMPs,

with, their highly correlated subscores, are measuring one trait—per
haps problem-solving competency.
additional traits:

The PMPs seem to be measuring three

thoroughness, efficiency, and errorfreeness.

Limitations of the Study
In the process of data collection, several problems occurred.
The problems are discussed here because of their influence on the
study's findings and conclusions.
Procedural Problems
Several procedural problems interfered with optimum conditions
for data collection. At The University of Arizona, for example, most
residents (as compared to students and faculty) were less interested
in participating in the study.

As a result of this lack of motivation,
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Table 9. Factor analysis of all DMP and PMP subscores
using four factors

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

Proficiency

.04495

.92759

-.16230

.02737

Omission

.02383

-.90016

.23048

.18041

Commission

.14089

.40788

.89748

-.05885

Efficiency

.60065

-.08733

.04522

.70869

Competency

.67459

.40057

-.05521

.42127

Process

.94909

.09776

.02393

-.15180

Omission

.92980

-.17930

-.06880

-.08112

Commission

.79003

-.11721

.03802

-.30587

Efficiency

.95485

-.07889

-.07744

-.18628

Diagnosis

.96615

-.05551

-.03042

-.07046

PMP

DMP

test administration for the residents was much less uniform than for the
other two groups. For example, some of the residents did not take the
tests until after they had had them for several months.

In many cases

they had forgotten the instructions and may have failed to re-read them.
Another procedural problem developed at Michigan State Univer
sity.

The research plan was to administer both PMPs and DMPs to the

pre-post groups of students.

After the first administration, at pre

test, the students rebelled against taking so many tests and refused to
take the PMPs at posttest time; therefore, no comparison, between the
two kinds of tests could be made in the Michigan State study.

Statistical Problems
The major statistical problem occurred as a result of the wide
variations among the preceptor's ratings at Arizona.

The ratings' in

ternal consistency was so low that it was impossible to support the con
struct validity hypothesis tested by correlations between problemsolving test performance and preceptors' ratings. In retrospect, it
would have been desirable to have had more control over the rating
procedure—training the raters, defining the rating criteria for the
raters, and selecting the most reliable raters to rate the students.
Another statistical problem resulted when DMP internal consis
tency coefficients for Arizona were based on a group which included
students, residents, and faculty, whereas the DMP internal consistency
coefficients for Michigan were obtained from students only.

It was

therefore inappropriate to compare the internal consistency coefficients
from the two locations.

Scoring Problems
The DMP Process subscore criteria presented some interpretation
problems.

On the subscore, a lower score (within a certain limit)

should have been considered a better score.

As it turned out, a dif

ference was found across levels of training on the Process subscore,
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but it was not in the expected direction.

Closer examination of the

scoring criteria revealed that students who were taught to be thorough
did better on the examination than did the residents and faculty, who,
as a result of their experience, may not need to be as thorough.
The problem-solving styles analyzed in this study were based on
style categories developed by McGuire and Babbott (1967) for PMPs.

Be

cause DMPs were shown in this study to have higher internal consistency,
it might have been advantageous to develop style categories based on
DMPs, and to have used them rather than the PMP-based categories for
this study.
A final scoring problem which did not influence the results of
the study but did influence the time needed to complete the study had to
do with PMP scoring.

Because there was no computer program available

to score these tests, they were scored by hand—a time-consuming proc
ess.

Any future research should be arranged with provision for computer

scoring.

Time Limitations
Had one more year been available for this study, reliability
data could have been obtained before the validity studies were con
ducted.

The reliability information could then have been used to mod

ify tests and to change some procedures for studying validity.
Collecting reliability and validity information simultaneously probably
contributed to the mixed validity findings.
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Summary and Discussion

Validity Studies
Several measures of construct validity and reliability were
conducted on the two forms of problem-solving instruments DMPs and PMPs.
Four of the five construct validity assessments partially, if not en
tirely, supported the hypotheses:

(1) on three of the five DMP sub-

scores and one of the five PMP subscores there were several differences
across levels of training; (2) problem-solving styles differed across
levels of training; (3) four of the five DMP subscores changed in a
positive direction during a twelve-week clerkship period; and (4)
there was no correlation between factual knowledge and problem-solving
ability.

Each of the four results is discussed below.

Problem-Solving Skills across Levels of Training. Faculty and
residents made fewer errors of commission than the students; they
selected fewer nonhelpful or contraindicated items.

Faculty members

were more efficient in their problem-solving processes than the students
and they made more accurate and complete diagnoses than the residents.
On the other hand, students performed better than residents on the
Diagnosis subscore and better than the faculty and residents on the
Process subscore. Students were more complete and accurate in diag
nosing than the residents and chose options in a sequence more similar
to that of the experts than did either the residents or faculty.
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Problem-Solving Styles across Levels of Training.

More students

used a shotgun or random approach than did the residents or faculty
members.

They selected a larger proportion of contraindicated or non-

helpful items.

The shotgun problem-solvers chose many options and a

large proportion of them were negative items.

The random problem-

solvers chose few options and made many mistakes along the way.

Change in Problem-Solving Skills in Twelve Weeks of Training.
At the end of the clerkship, students omitted fewer helpful items, were
more efficient, used a process more similar to the experts, and made
more accurate diagnoses than at the beginning of the clerkship.

How

ever, the number of mistakes showed no decrease.

Correlation between Factual Knowledge and Problem-Solving
Scores.

There was no correlation between factual knowledge scores and

problem-solving scores.

Apparently, the two instruments are meas

uring two different traits or abilities.

Assessments Which Did Not Support the Construct Validity Hypoth
eses.

The only result not supporting the hypothesis was the low corre

lation between preceptors' clinical problem-solving ratings and DMP and
PMP test scores.

It is probable that the low reliability of the precep

tors' ratings (.15) was a significant factor in the low correlation be
tween preceptors* ratings and problem-solving scores.

Reliability Studies
Reliability data were obtained on three separate types of in
struments:

factual knowledge test, preceptors' ratings, and DMP and

PMP problem-solving tests-

The factual knowledge internal consistency

coefficient for twelve subjects was moderately high, rtt = .62.

The

preceptors* ratings were very low in internal consistency, .15.
The DMPs and PMPs were examined for internal consistency of
test packages, suitability as alternate forms and similarities and
differences between DMP and PMP test packages.

Findings showed:

(1)

higher internal consistency of DMPs than PMPs; (2) unsuitability of
using DMPs and PMPs as alternate test forms; (3) suitability, with
some modifications, of the DMP packages as alternate forms for groups,
but not to measure gain scores for individuals; (4) high correlations
between DMP subscores and low correlations between PMP subscores; and
(5) three factors measured by PMPs and one factor measured by DMPs.

CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter presents (1) objectives for the study, (2) the
relationship between this study's findings and previously reported
research, (3) a summary of construct validity and reliability findings,
and (4) suggestions for further research in the assessment of problemsolving.

Objectives
This study evolved from an original interest in the complex
ities of the medical problem-solving process.

In particular, such

issues as the best ways of facilitating problem-solving skills and the
usefulness of various problem-solving evaluation methods prompted this
research.

The most thoroughly developed problem-solving instruments

were reviewed, and two types of tests were chosen for this study—
Patient Management Problems in Illinois style format (PMPs) and Diag
nostic Management Problems (DMPs) designed by Ray Heifer, M.D.

The

purpose of this study was to examine the construct validity and reli
ability of these two types of problem-solving instruments (DMPs and
PMPs).
It was hoped that through this construct validity and reli
ability examination, several objectives could be attained: (1) to
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find an instrument sufficiently valid to measure the change in group
problem-solving skills which should occur during the course of a twelveweek clerkship; (2) to discover similarities and differences in the two
types of problems, DMPs and PMPs, in order to determine which might be
the "better" assessment of change in problem-solving skills; and (3) to
determine in what ways the tests might be refined and improved in order
to make them even more reliable and valid for future use—particularly
the assessment of change in problem-solving skills which might occur as
a result of differing teaching treatments.

The first two objectives

were realized and data relevant to the third objective were collected.

Relationship between This Study's
Findings and Previously Reported Research
In the literature review presented earlier, no other studies
were reported comparing two kinds of simulated problems.

Further, most

of the studies were designed to assess criterion-related validity, but
little evidence of criterion-related validity was reported.

Some of

the reported studies evaluated the construct validity and reliability
of simulated problems and although the evidence was not conclusive, the
results were encouraging.
Through the use of correlational methods, McGuire and Babbott
(1967) obtained evidence of construct validity and reliability of the
Illinois style Patient Management Problems (although theirs were not
the specific problems used in this study).

They found the PMPs meas

ured a factor or trait different from that measured in a multiple choice
factual knowledge examination in the same discipline.

In addition, they
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found that with each additional test given to the examinee, reliability
improved, so that reliability was quite good (.80 to .90) with the
administration of three tests as opposed to one test.
Only one study using DMPs was reported in the literature
(Heifer and Slater, 1971).

In that study, evidence of construct valid

ity was obtained through correlational methods of assessing discrimin
ant and convergent validity.

Again, as in the research reported by

McGuire and Babbott (1967), the DMPs measured some other factor than
that being measured by a factual knowledge examination in the same
discipline.

The reliability coefficient for the DMPs used in that

study was .66, as compared with a range of .90 to .03 among the vari
ous DMP subscores in this study.
This research study differed from the studies reported in the
literature in two respects:

it examined construct validity in five

separate assessments, and in three of those five assessments compared
the results for the two separate instruments, DMPs and PMPs.

In addi

tion, the research was designed to examine similarities and differences
between the two kinds of tests, including their internal consistency
and usefulness as parallel forms.

Summary of the Results of the Construct
Validity and Reliability Studies
In this study, several analyses of construct validity and reli
ability were conducted on the two forms of problem-solving assessment
instruments.

The DMPs were sufficiently valid to show differences in

the expected direction on four of five subscores over twelve weeks of

clerkship training. The DMPs also revealed several differences
across.three levels of training—junior clerkship, resident,
and teaching faculty.

Construct validity was again supported when dif

ferences were found in problem-solving styles across levels of training.
, Another study showed evidence of discriminant validity; a low correla
tion was found between scores of two dissimilar tests—factual knowledge
and problem-solving skills.

In only one of the construct validity

assessments was the hypothesis not confirmed—in the correlation of pre
ceptors' problem-solving ratings with problem-solving DMP and PMP subscores.

The result was most likely due to low reliability of the

preceptors' ratings.

In all, the validity hypotheses were at least

partially confirmed in four of the five construct validity studies.
The DMP test package was clearly more reliable than the PMP
package.

This finding was partially attributable to the fact that the

DMPs. were all designed by one test maker whereas the four PMPs were all
' designed by different test makers.

There were greater differences

among the PMPs (as compared to the DMPs) in difficulty of tests, time
required to complete the tests, maximum number of positive points, and
maximum number of negative points.
The differences among the DMPs were not as great.

An examina

tion of the means and standard deviations of these tests (Appendix G)
reveals only one test in particular (#4) as quite different from the
others.

The author believes that with additional examination and re

finement, DMPs could be improved and their internal consistency
strengthened.

These tests are so very nearly ready now to be used for
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the ultimate objective, to discriminate pre-post differences and teach
ing treatment differences, that the necessary modifications would be
well worth the time spent.

Until internal consistency is improved,

DMPs are not useful for measuring gain scores.
In addition to these differences among PMPs and differences
among DMPs, this study revealed substantial similarities and differ-,
ences between the two kinds of problem-solving tests.

Additional Similarities and Differences
Between the Two Problem-Solving Tests (DMPs and PMPs)
Because Diagnostic Management Problems and Patient Management
Problems differ in the way in which options are presented to the testtaker, it was of interest in this study to determine which of the two
tests might be the better assessment of problem-solving.
defined as more reliable and more valid.

"Better" was

Internal consistency was

higher for DMPs and DMPs were more valid in that they showed more of
the hypothesized results.
One of the most interesting findings came as a result of the
factor -analyses of these two tests. The DMP subscores loaded on one
factor, while the PMP subscores loaded on three factors.

It is possi

ble that the PMPs measure such separate traits as thoroughness, effi
ciency, and errorfreeness, while the DMPs might be measuring one
general factor—perhaps overall competency.

It is also possible that

the DMPs as compared to the PMPs may be measuring a separate kind of
cognitive process.

Suggestions for Further Research
in Assessment of Problem-Solving
There are a myriad of research opportunities concerning problemsolving assessment.

If all the many problem-solving assessment methods

in current use were examined in detail, the list of research topics
would be infinite.

Considering only DMPs and PMPs, several types of

research questions await exploration.
Should the present research on these two particular types of
tests be replicated or extended, several procedural steps would be nec
essary:
1.

The DMPs should be refined to improve internal consistency.

2.

A new package of PMPs should be prepared, designed by one
pediatrician, and tested for internal consistency.

3.

The pre-post clerkship study should be replicated using both
PMPs and DMPs with a larger sample of students in several
medical schools.

4.

DMP and PMP scores should be correlated with other measures of
problem-solving skill, such as tutorial session ratings and
clinic-problem-solving ratings.

After these procedural issues have been resolved, it may be possible to
answer significant methodological questions such as:
1.

Why do DMPs show more subscore differences after training than
do PMPs, especially when DMP subscores seem to be measuring
more of the same quality than PMP subscores?

2.

If the internal consistency of the preceptors' ratings were
greatly improved, which DMP and PMP subscores would correlate
more highly with the ratings, and why?

Once such methodological questions as these have been answered,
perhaps the most interesting questions will deal with individual testtakers' responses to these tests:
1.

Are two kinds of problem-solving processes being tapped by
these two types of tests?

2.

How does familiarity with the medical content of a problemsolving test influence test subscores?

3.

Are there alternative problem-solving styles, equally effective
but different, that can be discerned by profiles of test subscores?

4.

Is problem-solving skill correlated with cognitive style?
with other intellectual or personality characteristics?

These are but a few of the many directions that research on
problem-solving can take in the future. The present study has provided
an encouraging impetus to the study of problem-solving tests as measures
of change in problem-solving skill resulting from varying teaching
approaches.
ing.

The studies of the future will be intriguing and challeng

APPENDIX A

COMPARISON OF NATIONAL BOARD AND
ILLINOIS PATIENT MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS

National Board Type Format

Opening Scene

Gather Type I
Data

Gather Type II
Data

Management
Decision I

Consultation

Management
Decision II
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Solution
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Illinois Type Format

Opening Scene

Section A:
Data Type I

Section C:
Data Type II

Section B:
Management
Decision I

Section F:
Consultation

s/
Section E:
Management
Decision II

Section D
Solution

APPENDIX B

ILLINOIS PATIENT MANAGEMENT PROBLEM
SCORING CODES AND FORMULAS
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PMP Scoring Codes

To prepare for scoring:
1.

Assign each option and each branch in the problem to one of five
categories (++, +, 0, -, —) representing the positive or nega
tive contribution of the item.

2.

Develop a system of weights such that every item can automati
cally be assigned a point value depending on the category in
which it was classified.

3.

Determine what subtest scores, if any, are to be obtained and
identify the items that belong in each subtest.

4.

Compute the maximum possible score that can be obtained by fol
lowing the optimal route and by selecting within each section
in the optimal route all those things which the criterion group"regards as useful and avoiding all those which they identify as
useless or harmful; calculate this maximum possible score for
the total test and each subtest.

5.

Check to assure that anyone who deviates from the optimal route
cannot pile up extra points simply by virtue of the fact that he
has entered more sections than the optimal analysis and resolu
tion of the problem would require; if necessary readjust weights
on specific options to achieve the desired effect.

6.

If you are interested in establishing a minimum acceptable level
of performance for your problem, place a check mark beside each
"indispensable positive" and for each "forgivable negative" in

the optimal path; calculate the algebraic sum of the checked
items to obtain the Minimum Acceptable Level (MAL) for the
total test and each subtest.

Using formulas described on the following page, calculate the
following scores for the test as a whole and for each subtest:
1.

Proficiency Index

2.

Errors of Omission

3.

Errors of Commission

4.

Efficiency Index (optional)

5.

Competency Index (optional).
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PMP Scoring Formulas

Score:

Formulation:

Example;

Proficiency (%)

The sum of (+) and (-)
points for options
chosen, divided by the
maximum possible score,
converted to percent.

Examinee X made the fol
lowing choices on a
written simulation where
90 was maximum score
No. of
Choices

£[(+)+(-)]
P = Max.Score x 100

Weight

3
2

4
2
2
2

P =

16
8
2
0
-1
-4

Sum
48
16
8
0
-2
-8

[72] + [-101
x 100
[90]

P = 68.8 or 69%

Errors of
Omission (%)

£ (+)

Errors of
Commission (%)

For the above examinees

100% minus (the sum of
the positive points
chosen, divided by max
imum possible score),
converted to percent.

E.O. = 100 - 72
90

•x 100

x 1Q0

E.0.% = (100) - Max.Score'

E.O. = 20%

The sum of the negative
points chosen, divided
by maximum possible score,
converted to percent.

For the above examinee:
E.C.% = 10
90

x 100

E.C.% = 11%
S(-)

E.C.% = Max.Score

x

NOTE:
100%—[E.O.%+E.C.%] =
100%-[20% + 11%]

P%

= 69%
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Score:

Formulation:

Example;

Efficiency (%)

The number of positively
weighted choices made,
divided by the total num
ber of choices made,
converted to percent.

For the above examinee:

E% = No. of (+) choices
x 100
No. If all choices

E = 9
15

9 choices were +
2 choices were 0
4 choices were 15

X 100

E = 60%

Competence
Index (%)

The Proficiency Index
weighted by the Efficiency
Index.

For the above examinee:

C = (PxE/100) + P

C = (69x60/100) + 69

C = 55%
NOTE: Any rational method of weighting proficiency and
efficiency can be employed to yield a competence score.
The Competence Index shown here is in use at the
University of Illinois College of Medicine in scoring
Simulated Problems in Patient Management.

APPENDIX C

SCORE DEFINITIONS AND FORMULAS
FOR DIAGNOSTIC MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS
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DMP Scoring Definitions

Each diagnostic management problem (DMP) has been administered to a
group of experts who are either academic or practicing pediatricians.
Each expert has solved the problem independently and then their solu
tions were compiled into one composite solution.

SEQUENCE ITEM—those helpful selections which have been consistently
selected in a uniform order by the experts.
RANDOM ITEM—those helpful selections which were chosen by the experts
but not in any particular order.
ESSENTIAL ITEM—those random or sequence items which the experts felt
were necessary to select prior to making a diagnosis.
NONHELPFUL ITEM—selections which provide little information in making
a diagnosis.
CONTRAINDICATED ITEM—any selections which the experts felt were clearly
not indicated in this case.

PROCESS SCORE—compares your sequence with that of the experts.
DIAGNOSTIC SCORE—determines both the accuracy of your diagnosis and
whether or not you made the diagnosis at an appropriate point
in your approach.
EFFICIENCY SCORE—comparison of the number of helpful items selected
divided by the total number of items you chose.
OMISSION SCORE—comparison of the number of omitted sequence and random
items divided by the total available number of sequence and
random items.
COMMISSION SCORE—comparison of the number of those nonhelpful and
contraindicated items which you selected divided by the total
available nonhelpful and contraindicated items.

To assist in your feedback the following code has been utilized apart
from the scoring described above:
**the large majority of experts selected these items as particularly
helpful or contraindicated.
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Scoring Formulas* for
Diagnostic Management Problems

Process Score (PS)
PS = (S x 10) + (Adjacent** S x 5) + (R x 5)
Experts' Total Score [Experts always (S x 10) + (R x 5)]

x

^gg

Diagnostic Score (PS)
DS = Z + /E selected before diagnosis
V
Total E

x

A

I

1Q0

Efficiency Score (ES)
ES = S + R
x 100
Total cards picked by student

Omission Score (OS)
OS = Omitted S + omitted R
Total available S + R

x

Commission Score (COM)
COM = Selected NH + selected C
Total available NH + C

X

*In each case the use of an abbreviation implies (unless otherwise
indicated) those items selected by the student.
**Adjacent sequence items are those sequence items that are picked
by the student in the division adjacent to the correct one.

APPENDIX D

SIMULATED PROBLEMS USED IN THE STUDY

Patient Management Problems (PMPs)
#106—Otitis media, designed at the Center for Educational
Development, Chicago, Illinois.
#107—Meningitis, by Dr. Paula Stillman, Department of Pediatrics,
College of Medicine, University of Arizona.
#111—Acute diarrhea, by Dr. John Herbst, Department of Pediatrics,
University of Utah.
#112—Urinary tract infection, designed at University of Texas,
Medical Branch at Galveston.

Diagnostic Management Problems (DMPs)
Designed by Dr. Ray Heifer, College of Human Medicine, Michigan
State University, East Lansing, Michigan.
Problems used in the Michigan State University study
#000—Urinary tract infection
#001—Salicilate ingestion
#002—-Acute glomerulonephritis
#003—Ulcerative colitis
#004—Duodenal artesia
#005—Acute rheumatic fever

Problems used in The University of Arizona study
#001, 002, 004, and 005
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APPENDIX E

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FACULTY SCORING
A PATIENT MANAGEMENT PROBLEM

In working through the patient management problems, you were
aware that within each section of each problem a variety of types of
options were offered. Most experts would agree that certain of these
are very important to select in the care of the PARTICULAR patient
described at the SPECIFIC stage in the work-up and management to which
the section referred. Most experts would also agree that other of the
options listed should definitely be avoided at that time or at any time
in dealing with the particular patient in question. Other options fall
between these two extremes. A student's score on these problems there
fore depends on his thoroughness in choosing all those things the experts
agree are important and his discrimination in avoiding all those things
the experts agree are useless or harmful.

Categories to be Used in Coding Options
In order to obtain any of these scores, it is necessary for a
panel to independently classify EACH OPTION in a problem into one of
the following categories:
+++ = Choices which are especially critical to select and are
indispensable•
++ = Choices which are important to select at this stage of this
problem.
+ = Choices which are helpful at this stage of this problem,
though less critical or more routine than ++.
0 = Choices which are genuinely optional, i.e., the probability
that they will be helpful at this stage of this problem is
fairly remote or quite debatable, but they represent no
significant cost, waste or risk.
- = Choices which are clearly Useless though harmless at this
stage of this problem, i.e., truly innocent inquiries or
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actions that do not promote the resolution of the problem
but that, on the other hand, entail so little time, money,
energy or risk that they are clearly harmless.
— = Choices which are clearly harmful at this stage of this prob
lem, i.e., those inquiries or actions which carry an un
justifiably high cost in terms of time, risk, pain, money or
other complications.
= Choices which are especially critical to avoid and can be
fatal.

Interrelations Among Options: In classifying the various
options, it is necessary to consider the UNIQUE characteristics of the
patient described, and his condition at the stage indicated. For ex
ample, the preferred treatment of a fracture in a 60-year-old laborer
in shock may differ from the preferred treatment of the same fracture
in an otherwise healthy 3-year-old. Secondly, it is essential ALWAYS
to bear in mind the particular STAGE in management at which an option
is offered. For example, it may be inexcusable to order an intravenous
pyelogram before obtaining a laboratory report on the urinalysis, and
equally inexcusable to fail to order an IVP later in the work-up. Thus,
at the first stage ordering an IVP would be classified in the "—"
category, and at the second stage, the same option would be classified
in the "++" category.
Difference in Degree: It is recognized that the options placed
in the "++" category (or in the "—" category) will represent varying
degrees of urgency and importance (or harm and risk). Some may be merely
important (as, for example, a chest x-ray for a patient who presents with
chest pain); others may be matters of life or death (as, for example, a
blood transfusion for an accident victim who is in shock as a consequence
of blood loss). Each such option can be singled out and coded as "+++"
or "++++" if it is an especially important one to select or as "
" or
"
" if it is an especially important one to avoid.
Disagreements among Experts: It is recognized that responsible
experts will differ about some options. One person may say, "I never
find procedure X very helpful with a patient like this," and the next
equally eminent expert may say, "I always like to do procedure X on a
patient like this because once in a while it turns out to be very impor
tant." Such procedures can truly be called "Optional" (the "0" cate
gory) and should be so rated. However, this category should not reflect
merely personal idiosyncrasies or preferences. It should be used spar
ingly and should be reserved for those things which are "NOT likely to
be helpful, but which you really can't criticize a man for doing."
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Thoroughness vs. the "Right Answer": The problems in patient
management are NOT designed to see how quickly and with how few choices
the student arrives at the right diagnosis and treatment. They are
designed to test his judgment in planning the entire diagnostic work-up
and therapeutic regime for a specific patient. Thus all lines of
inquiry, of laboratory investigation and of therapeutic trial that are
relevant in the differential diagnosis should be classified as CLEARLY
INDICATED AND IMPORTANT (++ category). All those that should be in
cluded as part of the "routine" care of any patient should be classified
as CLEARLY INDICATED BY ROUTINE (+ category).
Thoroughness vs. Discrimination: On the other hand, while one
can never criticize a physician for taking a complete history or perform
ing a thorough physical in non-emergency situations, the limitations on
his own and the patient's time make it necessary for him to exercise
judgment as to the relevancy of alternative lines of inquiry. Where the
test instructions indicate that the student should be discriminating in
taking the history and performing the physical, responses which are only
remotely, if at all, relevant to the differential diagnosis should be
coded as NOT INDICATED (- category). Finally, those things which cause
unnecessary delay in treatment, needless pain, unjustifiable risk, un
necessarily heavy financial or personal costs to the patient should be
classified as CONTRAINDICATED (— category).

What You Are to Do
For each choice in each major section in the patient management
problem, you are to enter +'s, O's, and -*s to the left of each choice.

Working Example
Section C:
Code

Item

Latent Image Response

0

Head circumference

44 cm.

+

Blood pressure

90/60 right arm supine

DDST

Patient very unstable
DDST difficult to assess

Please code the patient management problems in this way.

APPENDIX F

RATING SCALE FOR STUDENTS'
DIAGNOSTIC AND PROBLEM-SOLVING ABILITY

Definition—Ability to synthesize clinical and initial laboratory data
in order to formulate a complete problem list and to develop an appro
priate plan for the diagnosis and management of each problem.

On a 1 to 5 scale:
1.

Makes good use of data and arrives at logical and complete
problem list and has appropriate plan for delineation of each
problem.

2.

Eventually reaches a reasonable diagnosis and plan of manage
ment but indulges in hunches and intuition while ignoring some
of available data.

3.

Unable to make use of available data to reach differential
diagnosis and plan logical diagnostic evaluation.

4.

Insufficient opportunity to observe.

Date

Student

Rating

Date

Student

Rating

Date

Student

Rating

Date

Student

Rating

Date

Student

Rating

Date

Student

Rating

Date

Student

Rating

Date

Student

Rating
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APPENDIX G

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF DMP TESTS
USED AT MICHIGAN STATE AT PRETEST

Test Package A:
Process

Omission

57.45
12.58

29.22
15.0

4.86
5.25

67.47
7.36

71.5

X
S.D.

63.75
11.74

27.94
16.52

8.14
4.59

67.41
9.03

45.0
23.4

#2
X
S.D.

59.59
13.68

31.31

16.18

9.50
7.44

86.13
5.14

73.0
20.40

10.56
10.17

89.28
5.33

51.50
32.33

#0
X
S.D.

Commission

Efficiency

Diagnosis

28.0

£1

Test Package B:
#3
X
S.D.

64.28
14.67

28.84
17.14

#4
X
S.D.

37.8
11.3

60.5
12.7

3.60
3.08

78.13
9.94

32.25

#5
X
S.D.

64.0
13.57

25.36
17.44

7.90
8.04

88.11

63.2

7.40

28.1
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